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"Resolution" as a weak characteristic is expressed through a strong one-through E and F according 
to the scheme: P (d) ~O (d) ~F (d). Read: permission to execute action d means that executing d is 
neither required nor prohibited. A rationally constructed regulatory system must satisfy the 
minimum modal deontic requirements: 1) insurmountable; 2) balanced; 3) complete.
(1) deontic indisputability is that the system of law excludes deontically incompatible norms. 
Incompatible are those in which at the same time the participant of legal relations is attributed:
(1) O (d) o (~d) obligation to perform d and non-D.
(2) F(d) F(~d) forbid d and non-d.
(3) O (d) F (~d) obligation to perform d and prohibition to perform non-D.
2) deontic balance - for every prestavlja norms in the legal system provided adequate 
pravoohranitelnye norm and Vice versa. Order paper help online
3) deontic completeness means that the system regulates all actions provided for in this subject area 
and there are no irregular actions in it. (All that is not prohibited in it (in the system), it is allowed 
and Vice versa). Completeness is not fully achieved due to changes in the social relations of the law.
Athletic modality is information expressed in a judgment in terms of necessity-randomness or 
possibility-impossibility about the logical or actual determinism of the judgment.
The bases of truth or falsity of the judgment are the structural and logical characteristics of the 
judgments themselves, or their relationship with the actual state of Affairs in reality. Hence the 
corresponding modality types: (1) logical and (2) actual modality.
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1) Logical modality is related to the logical determinism of judgments, when truth or falsity is 
determined by the structure or form of the judgment. Logically true judgments (L-and) Express the 
laws of logic. Logically false are contradictory judgments (L-x). R ~ R-East. - the law of the 
excluded third; ~(R'r) - Hib. contrary to the law of identity. (L-and L-x) judgments form a class of 
logically deterministic judgments (conditioned). All the others are a class of actual deterministic 
judgments:
F-and F-x .
2) Actual modality-is determined by objective reality.
Real connections between objects are expressed by actual modality with the help of aletic modal 
concepts: necessary and accidental. In fact, judgments that contain information about the laws of 
science are necessary. (Words modality-necessary, necessarily, necessarily, etc.
"S is necessary to eat (not to eat) P". In symbolic language, for the concept of necessity, the 
common sign ђ, is the operator of necessity. (okay ~ R). In fact, random judgments are judgments 
that do not contain information about the laws of science, and their truth or falsity is determined by 
specific empirical conditions. "Napoleon died may 5, 1821." These include judgments that are not 
necessary. The other equivalent of necessity and chance is a pair of modal concepts-possibility and 
impossibility. In fact, judgments containing information about the fundamental compatibility of two
phenomena are possible: "Team A can win In teams", and may not win. In language these are 
words: perhaps, maybe, not excluded, allowed, etc. "S can be (can be) P". In symbolic language for 
the concept of possibility the sign is accepted ? - opportunity operator. ? R - "possibly p". 
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